Your educators rely on Edmodo because it makes blended learning easy and effective. Your students love that it gives them a new way to express themselves.

Design the best experience for everyone with Edmodo Management, a premium tool set that lets you oversee:

**Administration**
Manage your entire Edmodo learning community and all of its members, all in one place.
- Set up a customized, secure subdomain for your school
- Redirect everyone to your personalized Edmodo.com network
- Verify educators and reset student passwords
- Audit existing accounts

**Daily Activity**
Understand the ways people are using Edmodo with comprehensive data dashboards.
- Monitor how, when, and where the platform is being integrated
- Follow Posts, Assignments, and Groups to see where support is needed
- Gain visibility into user accounts in the event of a safety or security concern

** Provisioning**
Automate Edmodo rollout and onboarding across schools with SIS and SSO solutions.
- Merge existing accounts and credentials
- Synchronize rosters quickly and easily
- Eliminate manual provisioning and deprovisioning

Coupled with prioritized support for administrators, Edmodo Management helps you manage better so all of your educators and students can do better.